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1.

OPENING

1
The First Regional Steering Committee of the Caribbean Large Marine Ecosystem
(CLME) Project Meeting was held at Hotel El Panama in Panama City, August 2-3, 2006.
2
At the Opening Ceremony, Mr. Cesar Toro, IOC (UNESCO) Secretary for
IOCARIBE (Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission) underscored that the
protection of the shared living marine resources of the Caribbean will depend on
cooperation among all countries. He emphasized that a change in mindset is necessary and
possible in order to ensure that future generations can enjoy the resources of the CLME.
IOCARIBE offered its full support to participating countries in their efforts to address the
problems facing the CLME.
3
Mr. Roberto Galvez, UNDP Deputy Resident Representative in Panama, welcomed
all participants to the meeting and expressed his hope that participants would take
advantage of the unique opportunity presented by this first Regional Steering Committee
meeting, in which 21 of the 25 countries participating in this project were present.
4
Mr. Arnulfo Sanchez, representing Mr. George Novey, Director of the Department
of Marine and Coastal Resources of the Panama Maritime Authority, made the Opening
Remarks. On behalf of the Government of Panama, Mr. Sanchez welcomed all participants
and indicated that he hoped that this initiative would lead to concrete activities and the
development of strategies to address the sustainable management of the shared living
marine ecosystem of the Caribbean.
2.

CONDUCT OF THE SESSION AND ADMINISTRATIVE
ARRANGEMENTS

5
The draft agenda was adopted and Dr. Antonio Diaz-de-Leon from Mexico was
proposed to be elected Chair for the Meeting by Dominica and the Dominican Republic.
This motion was unanimously accepted by the Meeting.
6
Mr. Arnulfo Sanchez from Panama volunteered to act as official Rapporteur for the
meeting. His nomination was unanimously accepted.
7

The objectives of the meeting were outlined as followed:

•

to approve the activities related to the workplan for the GEF-financed PDF-B
project,

•

to approve the budget; and,

•

to develop and approve the recommendations and terms of reference for the
Steering Committee.
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8
All country representatives introduced themselves, followed by international and
regional agencies and NGO representatives as well as the staff of the CLME Project
Management Unit (PMU).
9
The Agenda and Annotated Agenda are given in Annex I. The List of Participants
is given in Annex II.
3.

THE GEF AND ITS INTERNATIONAL WATERS (IW) PORTFOLIO, AND
THE PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

10
Ms. Paula Caballero, UNDP-GEF Regional Technical Advisor, introduced and
explained that GEF provides support to countries that share Large Marine Ecosystems
(LMEs) so that they may come to agreement on, and implement, long-term programmatic
ecosystem-based approaches that will provide for the sustainable management of shared
resources. She noted that GEF understands that this is a long-term process and that the
established methodology aims to support this process, which requires the commitment of
all stakeholders. The need to establish synergies and work closely with other relevant
projects, especially ongoing GEF projects in the region, was highlighted.
11
The CLME project falls under Strategic Objective IW-2, which encompasses
countries at the early stages of the TDA/SAP process. The CLME project represents an
important opportunity for Caribbean countries and it is hoped that all countries will support
and commit to it. Ms. Caballero described the stage of this project within the GEF Project
Cycle as well as the expected outputs of the PDF-B, namely the preliminary TDA and the
Full-Size Project Document, with requisite annexes such as co-financing letters. In
explaining the components of the Full Size project proposal to be developed, basic GEF
concepts such as baseline and incremental cost assessment, which each country will need to
undertake, were described The active support of Steering Committee members will be
important in finalizing the Full Size Project proposal. Ms. Caballero also highlighted the
importance of a robust monitoring and evaluation framework, the requirements and
objectives of the monitoring and evaluation system, the GEF reporting requirements and
the indicators for International Waters projects. Finally, the distinction between the
Implementing Agency, that is, the UNDP, and the Executing Agency, IOC (UNESCO) IOCARIBE was clarified.
4.

LARGE MARINE ECOSYSTEMS (LMES)

12
Dr. Kenneth Sherman, Director of NOAA Northeast Fisheries Science Center,
provided an overview of the ecosystem-based approach and indicated that additional
information would be made available to participants through IOCARIBE. The Large
Marine Ecosystem concept is based on scientific assessment of geographic areas using four
criteria. A total of 64 Large Marine Ecosystems have been identified, which contain 95% of
the world’s fisheries, as well as much of the coastal pollution. GEF-sponsored LME
projects represent global centres of effort to reduce coastal pollution, restore damaged
habitats and recover depleted fisheries.
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13
Dr. Sherman reviewed the five LME modules that have been developed, each of
which contains indicators of changing conditions within ecosystems. The modules are
designed to focus on: productivity; fish and fisheries, pollution and ecosystem health;
socioeconomics and governance (the latter two being among the least developed of the
modules). He also noted that the challenges to sustainable management of LMEs requires
long-term effort and for this reason GEF is willing to commit up to 10 years of funding for
such processes. Dr. Sherman stressed that a paradigm shift is currently underway from an
individual species, sector-by-sector, short-term perspective to a longer-term, multiple scale,
ecosystem management approach.
5.

OVERVIEW OF THE CARIBBEAN LME PROJECT

14
Prof. Robin Mahon, Director for the Centre for Resources and Environmental
Studies (CERMES) of the University of the West Indies, Barbados emphasized that living
marine resources are the basis for much of the economy in this geographically and
politically diverse region and that both fisheries and non-extractable resources such as coral
reefs are under threat. Conventional piece-meal approaches to conservation in the area are
being increasingly replaced by region-wide approaches to management.
15
The CLME project encompasses 25 GEF-eligible countries and 19 associated
territories. GEF has committed US $700,000 for the PDF-B stage and US $9 million is
expected for the first five years of the project. Dr. Mahon reviewed the overall objective of
the project and stressed that there is a multitude of regional and national-level stakeholders
that should be involved. The technical focus of the project is on transboundary living
marine resources in an ecosystem context, both exploited and non-extractable, and
emphasis will be placed on living marine resource governance mechanisms. The
components of the project include: analysis and agreement about the main issues, root
causes and actions; an improved shared knowledge base; legal, policy and institutional
reform; and the development of an institutional and procedural approach to LME level
monitoring. Dr. Mahon outlined the development of the project from the PDF-A approval
in 2001 to the current stage of PDF-B implementation and highlighted the many
opportunities for wide participation and involvement throughout the PDF-B process.
16
Information regarding the number of countries that have yet to endorse the project
and the timeline and responsibilities of participating countries was requested. A total of 22
of the 25 countries have endorsed the project. The project document - with all necessary
annexes including co-financing and endorsement letters - is to be submitted to the
November 2007 GEF Council, which means that it must be finalized by 24 August as the
deadline for submission is 31 August. The Steering Committee should play an important
role in ensuring that country-specific inputs are received in a timely manner.
17
It was clarified that the project falls under the International Waters focal area, not
Biodiversity, and therefore has no impact whatsoever on countries’ biodiversity allocations
through the Resource Allocation Fund. No further funding will be requested from other
focal areas. However, all efforts will be made to ensure synergies with relevant projects
under other focal areas.
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18
With regards to the establishment, or support for the establishment of, a shared
governance mechanism, it was underlined that this is a complex matter. The Full-Size
project will provide the necessary time, resources and a forum to enable countries to debate
and decide on the most appropriate modalities.
19
The importance of strong systems of integrated management control and systems of
environmental education and public awareness was highlighted. Since governance is an
eminently social activity and depends on political will, environmental education is critical
to achieving success.
20
The Chair indicated that all presentations would be made available to participants
through a link from the CLME project website, and closed the morning session.
6.

THE GEF TDA/SAP PROCESS

21
Dr. Lucia Fanning, Project Manager of the Caribbean Large Marine Ecosystem
(CLME) Project, provided an overview of the IW TDA (Transboundary Diagnostic
Analysis)/SAP (Strategic Action Programme) methodology. The TDA is an objective
scientific and technical fact-finding analysis and not a negotiated document, which serves
as a diagnostic tool defining the SAP. The SAP is a negotiated policy document that
establishes clear priorities for action, identifies required policy, legal and institutional
investments and sets out specific actions. Dr. Fanning reviewed the underlying principles of
the TDA/SAP process such as full stakeholder participation, the ecosystem approach and
government commitment. She outlined the five phases of the process. She stressed that the
process is not always as sequential and linear as outlined in the presentation slides but that
there is a certain order of events that must be followed. These phases represent a relatively
long-term process of 5-10 years.
7.

DRAFT PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN AND BUDGET

22
Dr. Fanning provided an overview of the proposed implementation of the PDF-B,
taking place from April 2006 through to September 2007. The CLME project partners are
varied and include partners in the Central/South America sub-region, the Insular Caribbean
sub-region, the Guianas/Brazil sub-region (adjacent region) and others such as international
and regional organizations and NGOs.
23
Dr. Fanning reviewed the PDF-B project outputs, which consist of: agreement on
project coordination and implementation arrangements; identification of priority issues; a
completed GEF Executive Summary and UNDP Project Document; and a preliminary
TDA. PDF-B project activities include: the establishment of the management structure and
project unit; the collection, review and interpretation of information to develop the
preliminary TDA and recommendations leading to the development of a SAP; and the
development and approval of the full Project Document. The timeline for these activities
was also presented. The completed draft project document is scheduled to be approved at
the Final Steering Committee Meeting.
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24
Dr. Fanning further outlined the suggested roles, responsibilities and membership of
the Regional Steering Committee, the roles and responsibilities of the national inter-sectoral
committees and the CLME Project organigram. The development of the preliminary TDA
and recommendations for the development of the SAP will necessitate the establishment of
various task groups, a training workshop for the task groups, inputs from the national intersectoral committees and a synthesis meeting to identify cross-cutting issues among the subregions. These activities will lead to the drafting of the preliminary TDA and any
recommendations to assist with the subsequent development of the SAP during the
implementation of the full project. With regards to obtaining broad stakeholder input at the
national level, it was recognized that many of the member countries have an existing
National Inter-Ministerial/Inter-Sectoral Committee that could serve as a mechanism to
obtain multi-sectoral input. Should countries request it, the PMU is also available to
participate in CLME-related discussions undertaken by the National Inter-Ministerial/Intersectoral Committee. In addition, assistance from the UNDP-Country Offices is available.
25
Throughout, the CLME Project will emphasize governance processes, recognizing
the role of marine science. Dr. Fanning concluded her presentation with an outline of the
main Full Project Document components and referred participants to the proposed PDF-B
budget allocation.
26
The Chair expressed his pleasure with the progress that the CLME PMU had made,
and opened the session for questions and discussion.
27
The Project Management Unit was asked how it would ensure that truly multisectoral national input is obtained. The PMU explained that it would work closely with
countries to ensure that mechanisms for obtaining substantive inter-sectoral input are
established and that sufficient time is provided for the national focal points and the national
inter-ministerial committees to solicit input from a broad suite of stakeholders.
28
The need to ensure substantive inputs from multiple sectors was highlighted during
the discussion. In addition, delegates and the PMU emphasized that efforts should be made
to use the best available existing information and to make decisions based on the
precautionary approach.
29
Concern was expressed that the process of bringing together the information from
the sub-regions through the task teams will not ensure that the Caribbean region
implements an ecosystem-based approach as described in World Summit on Sustainable
Development (WSSD) documentation. It was recommended by several delegates that each
sub-regional task team be instructed to incorporate the ecosystem-based approach in their
work. A number of changes to the language of the document were proposed and approved
to address this issue so as to ensure an ecosystem-based approach was followed.
30
Finally, the Committee was reminded that the PDF-B is focused on the development
of a preliminary TDA, preliminary recommendations to guide the development of a SAP
and the necessary documentation for submission to GEF. The development of a preliminary
SAP is not an output at this stage as SAP development is a complex process involving
long-term negotiations over a period of several years.
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8.

NATIONAL INTER-SECTORAL PARTICIPATION AND COORDINATION

31
This agenda item was introduced by Dr. Antonio Diaz-de-Leon, General Director of
Environmental Policy and Regional and Sectoral Integration of SEMARNAT in Mexico.
He presented an overview of initiatives underway in Mexico to address coastal and marine
environmental degradation. Dr. Diaz-de-Leon explained that it is a complex situation that
no single agency can address. He reviewed the many benefits of inter-sectoral participation
and the many possible sectoral interactions in the Caribbean Sea. Recently, Mexico
developed a National Environmental Policy for the Sustainable Development of Oceans
and Coasts and is undertaking an ocean-use planning process with the participation of
states, civil society and the federal government. Lessons learned were presented, such as
the importance of political will and of bringing key sectors to the table from the outset. Dr.
Diaz-de-Leon highlighted some of the difficulties and challenges that were faced by the
government and other sectors, such as those related to the power imbalances between
different ministries and agencies.
32
Dr. Diaz-de-Leon’s second presentation outlined the process of marine ecological
planning in the Californian Gulf Region, which included the establishment of a Committee
to promote the participation of public, private and civil sectors. Dr. Diaz-de-Leon reviewed
the composition of the Committee and highlighted the many meetings and sectoral
workshops that had already been held. This practical example underscored the importance
of sectoral participation and civil participation in this type of process.
33
Queries were made regarding how much funding will be available for the intersectoral committee’s work in each country. Dr. Mahon explained that each country can
access US $2500 to support the establishment and activities of the inter-ministerial
committees. Guidance to orient the work of the committees was requested but the PMU
explained that it did not want to be overly prescriptive in terms of the approach given that
each country has specific institutional frameworks and deliberative processes.
34
The importance of a paradigm shift for Caribbean countries to embrace an
ecosystem-based perspective was stressed. It was recommended that the task teams’
analysis of the transboundary issues and their root causes be based on an ecosystem-based
approach and that the task teams organize and analyze the information in a systematic
manner around the five modules of the LME approach. Dr. Fanning indicated that the
project would be guided by the ecosystem approach and pointed out that one of first
activities of the task teams will be to receive training on the TDA/SAP process and the five
modular approach. The project will emphasize decision-making processes and governance
mechanisms, guided by scientific information. All five components will be analyzed in the
preparation of the preliminary TDAs. However, as is customary in any interdisciplinary
framework, they may not all be treated in similar depth.
35
Concern was expressed about the amount of work that may be required of the interministerial committees, and that it may be difficult to meet the deadlines while ensuring
that full consultations are held. Clarification was also requested on the consensus or conflict
resolution mechanisms for the inter-ministerial committees. The Chair explained that
countries have expressed their commitment to the process by endorsing the project and
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identifying focal points in each country, and problems can be solved along the way through
ongoing communication. Furthermore, the PDF-B is a technical document, not a negotiated
document and the consultation at this PDF-B stage will be an abbreviated process. It was
stressed that countries already have a great deal of information such as National
Development and Fisheries Development Plans and information produced by regional
organizations to feed into the PDF-B stage products. Identified information gaps can be
filled during the Full Project.
36
Given the shortage of time and limited resources available for PDF-B
implementation, one delegate requested a template for the provision of country-specific
information for the TDA and the Project Document. The Chair reminded the Committee
that the output from the PDF-B phase is not the completed TDA but a preliminary TDA,
generally described in the form of a series of tables. It was agreed that Project Unit should
provide the national focal points with templates and protocols, in accordance to the work of
each Task Team, to ensure consistency in the information and data provided
37
An explanation about the process of data screening during the development of the
TDA was requested to ensure that the data collected is objective. The National InterMinisterial Committees will review the information with the task teams to ensure that it is
accurate. It was recommended that consultants be given terms of reference with a clear
protocol on information gathering.
9.

BUILDING CLME PARTNERSHIPS AT THE NATIONAL, REGIONAL
AND INTERNATIONAL LEVELS

38
Mr. Bisessar Chakalall, Senior Fishery Officer and Secretary to FAO WECAFC,
provided the conceptual framework for the development of partnerships. He highlighted
important principles guiding successful partnerships such as engaging resource users and
stakeholders at all levels and including the private sector as a partner and not only as a
donor. Mr. Chakalall commented that potential partners for the CLME project exist at
various levels including the international and regional level, and may include agencies, the
private sector, NGOs, and user groups. Partnerships should be explored even at this early
stage of PDF-B implementation, and where possible included in the Project Document,
specifying co-financing amounts. Mr. Chakalall also stressed the importance of building on
existing arrangements such as those developed for the Guianas-Brazil LME, and of
developing partnerships at the grassroots level.
39
It was mentioned that national UNDP offices and particularly the Resident
Representatives, have an important role to play in facilitating the engagement of different
stakeholders. In addition, the PMU, Implementing Agency and Executing Agency will be
instrumental in this task. The importance of developing partnerships with civil society
organizations was highlighted. A Stakeholder Involvement Plan must be developed for the
Project Document, which will enable the PMU, the Regional Steering Committee, the InterMinisterial Committee and the task teams to identify appropriate partnerships and groups
that will strengthen the project and support project financing. At the sub-regional and
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regional levels, ongoing communication of positive and negative experiences will be
important to guide the development of partnerships.
40
In order to build sustainable partnerships with stakeholders, it is critical to have the
right person or “connector”. The PMU explained that it will support the development of
plans and proposals for engaging all relevant stakeholders during the PDF-B stage
including large industry and fisherfolk. Dr. Mahon mentioned that one of the challenges in
this respect is the lack of organization of certain groups, such as small-scale fishermen at
the regional level, though this can be addressed during the Full Project.
41
At the PDF-B stage, partnerships will be assessed at various scales including the
national, sub-regional, regional and international. IOCARIBE, the PMU, the Steering
Committee and the Inter-Ministerial Committees share a responsibility for engaging these
stakeholders. At the national level, the process of developing partnerships will be flexible
and allow for different mechanisms, given differing national conditions and sovereignty
issues. Countries themselves will define with which stakeholders they would like to work
and which national partners will contribute to the success of the project.
42
It was recommended that UNDP and IOCARIBE build on the Caribbean-wide
White Water to Blue Water (WW2BW) initiative. This began with a conference, held in
Miami in 2004 with over 700 participants, including a large number of multinational
organizations. The WW2BW initiative is ongoing and promotes partnerships among large
multinationals, NGOs and regional organizations that could be useful for this project.
43
The need to target and develop partnerships with industry as early as possible was
emphasized throughout the discussion, given their significant impact on coastal and marine
pollution and habitat degradation. For example, the tourism industry and, increasingly, the
petroleum industry are having significant impacts on island fisheries and livelihoods and
should be engaged in this project. Obtaining “buy-in” from high-level decision-makers
about ecosystem-based management will be important, as national agendas in the region
currently give high priority to industrial development. The preliminary recommendations
for the SAP to be developed during the PDF-B may include demonstration or other
activities which could provide a framework for involving the private sector.
10.

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE REGIONAL STEERING
COMMITTEE: MEMBERSHIP AND MANDATE

44
It was proposed that all Coastal States within the project area as well as the relevant
international inter-governmental organizations be full members of the Steering Committee,
and that all regional inter-governmental fisheries management agencies be full members
provided that they have received the appropriate mandate from their member countries. All
other participants would act as observers.
45
There was a discussion about whether the Steering Committee should include
additional members , such as regional representatives of the tourism sector (e.g. Caribbean
Tourism Organization), and whether these should be granted full or observer status on the
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Committee. Several delegates felt that clear criteria for additional organizations to become
involved would need to be developed and that potential members should be required to
make a significant financial contribution, as the current participating governments have
done. It was cautioned that linking financial contributions from the productive sectors with
membership on the Committee could lead to problems.
46
It was explained that steering committees for GEF projects are normally composed
of governmental and inter-governmental decision-makers. Participating governments may
partner with other stakeholders such as the fisheries and tourism productive sectors and
may decide to bring in advisers representing industry interests as part of their country
delegation. This discussion highlighted the two important roles of the Steering Committee;
that of representing their national interests in guiding and defining the scope of the project
and that of getting the buy-in of other critical partners.
47
There was some discussion as to whether additional funds could be sought by
countries to augment the limited budget of the PDF-B, which is $700,000 from GEF and
$200,000 in cash or in-kind contributions from participating countries. It was explained that
the possibilities of mobilizing additional funds were very limited and that therefore all
efforts had been made to prepare a budget that provides for project requirements in the
most cost-effective manner
48
It was explained that the “representative from other Caribbean states and territories”
on the Steering Committee referred to a representative of non-eligible GEF areas including
territories of other countries such as the United States, United Kingdom, France and the
Netherlands. Members from these countries were unable to attend this meeting but a
concerted effort will be made by the PMU, IOCARIBE and UNDP-GEF to solicit their
active participation in the project. In addition, the importance of obtaining the three
remaining country endorsements was emphasized. Finally, the PMU assured the Steering
Committee that efforts have been and will continue to be made to engage relevant regional
agencies in the project.
49
It was clarified that Regional Steering Committee members would be responsible
for convening the National Inter-Ministerial Committees. The terms of reference were
modified to specify that the Steering Committee would receive all relevant documentation
for review from the PMU in a timely manner. In addition, the Steering Committee members
were referred to the Project Implementation Plan, which includes a timeline that ensures
timely receipt of documents for review. It was suggested that the Steering Committee be
provided with a list of documents that it will receive and expected timelines. A second
suggestion was that a document be prepared outlining operational issues for the Steering
Committee such as decision-making procedures, though the PMU explained that it felt that
the preparation and approval of such a document would take limited time away from the
Committee.
50
The Terms of Reference for the Steering Committee were reviewed and adopted
during the Plenary (see Annex III ).
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11.

REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
STEERING COMMITTEE

51
Participants deliberated on a draft list of recommendations based on the discussions
during the preceding sessions. These were reviewed and a final set of recommendations
approved (see Annex IV).
12.

ADJOURNMENT CLOSURE

52
Dr. Diaz-de-Leon congratulated and thanked the participants for their active
participation in the First Regional Steering Committee Meeting of the CLME Project. He
also gave thanks to the government of Panama for its hospitality and to the interpreters and
staff who helped to make the event a success. The Chair in turn was thanked by one of the
delegates for his excellent job in presiding over the meeting and ensuring adherence to the
time limits.
53
On behalf of Eduardo Reyes, GEF Operational Focal Point and Panama Deputy
Administrator General of the National Environment Authority, Edgardo Arauz provided a
brief summary of the focus and achievements of the First Regional Steering Committee
meeting. He stressed the importance of ensuring full inter-sectoral participation in the
CLME project and the responsibility all now share in implementing the project. Mr. Arauz
thanked all government institutions for their participation and contribution to the success of
the meeting, as well as UNDP-Panama, the IOCARIBE organizers and the Project
Management Unit. The First Regional Steering Committee Meeting of the CLME Project
was officially brought to a close at approximately 1:30 pm on August 3, 2006.
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ANNOTATED AGENDA
WELCOME
The purpose of the meeting is to bring together the participating country representatives
and leading implementing, executing and coordinating agencies in the region to:
 approve the activities related to the GEF-funded PDF-B project workplan,
 approve the budget for the PDF-B activities
 make and approve Steering Committee recommendations pertaining to the
implementation of the PDF-B activities.
INTRODUCTIONS
 A round-table introduction of participants at the meeting.
The GEF and its International Waters Portfolio, and the Project Development Process
 An overview of the GEF and its International Waters portfolio, as well as of the
project development and design process in order to better understand the expected
outcomes of the current preparatory phase (PDF-B) of the CLME project.
LARGE MARINE ECOSYSTEMS


An overview of the Large Marine Ecosystem Approach which has been adopted as
an operational framework by several agencies, including the GEF

OVERVIEW OF THE CLME PROJECT


Development of the CLME project and how its emphasis on transboundary living
marine resource governance has come about.

The countries of the Caribbean and adjacent regions have repeatedly indicated the need for
attention to shared living marine resource management at the regional and international
levels through participation in regional arrangements, and through signing various
international treaties and agreements. In response to this need, the overall objective of the
project is the sustainable management of the shared living marine resources of the
Caribbean LME and adjacent areas.
The GEF TDA/SAP Process
 A brief overview of the Transboundary Diagnostic Analysis (TDA) and Strategic
Action Programme (SAP) methodology developed by the GEF International Waters
Focal Area
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Using the experience gained from a number of GEF projects to date, GEF has determined
that undertaking a science-based TDA prior to the design of a SAP is appropriate for
projects such as the CLME Project. The Transboundary Diagnostic Analysis (TDA),
working with national experts, identifies the relative importance of the sources and causes
of transboundary waters problems. Identified threats are prioritized and an analysis is
carried out to understand cross-sectoral, biophysical, and socio-economic linkages. The
TDA serves as an objective basis for a negotiated Strategic Action Programme, developed
through a judiciously structured stakeholder consultation and involvement plan. This
results in a shared vision of the Large Marine Ecosystem, and national and regional intersectoral agreement on reforms, actions and investments required to deliver it over several
timeframes. The process is a unique tool that enables policy- and decision-makers to
understand and prioritize components within a complex transboundary situation
Draft Project Implementation Plan and Budget
 A detailed presentation of the proposed PDF Block B activities and methodology for
the CLME project, as outlined in the draft Project Implementation Plan. Mechanisms
include the establishment of task teams, national inter-sectoral committees and the
Regional Steering Committee and their related roles, composition and outputs.
Information-sharing mechanisms, such as website, newsletter and IWLEARN, will
also be discussed
 The budget and schedule of the project as per the approved PDF-B proposal/ProDoc
will be presented.
Expected Outcome
 Steering Committee agreement and approval of the Project Implementation Plan and
Budget, following a discussion of the mechanics of the implementation process and
the budget.
National Inter-sectoral Participation and Coordination
 Plenary discussion on approaches to achieve and strengthen multi-sectoral input and
broad-based statekeholder involvement that will ensure consensus-based, countrydriven guidance and enagement to the activities and outputs of the CLME project.
To address the requirement for inputs from a broad cross-section of key stakeholders and
beneficiaries of the project, each participating country has agreed that it will form an InterMinisterial/Inter-Sectoral review committee, or use a suitable existing national mechanism,
that will provide cross-sectoral inputs to CLME project deliverables and to the deliberations
on sub-regional transboundary living marine resources and associated technical/governance
issues.The committee will also serve as a valuable mechanism to identify and include
potential regional donors/partners in the Full Project proposal preparation process and to
assist in the development of a full stakeholder involvement plan as required by GEF.
Expected Outcome
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 Recommendations on approaches to be used to provide national inter-sectoral input
into the development of the full project document that reflects the full support of the
participating countries.
 Agreement on the specific role and responsibilities of the national CLME Focal
Points in facilitating and championing the achievement of the CLME Project
objectives at the country-wide level.
Building CLME Partnerships at the National, Regional and International levels
 Plenary discussion to identify and encourage partnerships that would enhance the
success of the CLME project goals and objectives at multiple scales. Where possible,
members are encouraged to share examples of existing national, regional and
international partnerships as well as recommend new liaisons that might be pursued,
based on the fulfilling the expectations of the project from both a country and donor
agency perspective.
In addition to public sector and inter-agency partnerships, examples of potential
partnerships include those with the NGO community and the private sector at multiple
scales. Several NGOs have already expressed an interest in contributing to project
acticvities. Potential activities that would benefit from partnerships include those
addressing the requirement from GEF to implement demonstration activities that are
potentially replicable within the project region or outside the region. The feasibility of
potential demonstration activities within the CLME area that could be discussed and
supported by GEF as initiating activities of the SAP include: MPAs for fisheries,
management of trans-boundary stocks, fishers' information systems, ecosystem forecasting
system etc.
Expected Outcome
 Recommendation on defined role and strong support of the CLME project from
Regional Fisheries Management Organizations.
 Recommendations on expanding partnership involvement for specific activities with
other donor organizations, NGOs and the private sector.
Terms of Reference for the Regional Steering Committee
 Review and discussion of the proposed Term of Reference for the Regional Steering
Committee as described in the draft Project Implementation Plan.
The Regional Steering Committee (RSC) is responsible for reaching consensus on the
strategic, integrated approach needed to pursue the CLME project goal of sustainable
management of the shared living marine resources of the Caribbean LME and adjacent
areas. The RSC will guide the development of more detailed objectives and actions for
inclusion in the full Project Document, based on identification and agreement of major
issues, root causes and actions that are required to achieve the project goal. The full Project
Document is the principal deliverable of PDF-B phase of the CLME project and is to be
submitted to the November 2007 GEF Work Program.
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Expected Outcome
 Agreement and approval of the Terms of Reference for the Steering Committee,
including membership, composition, roles and responsibilities.
Review and Approval of Recommendations by the Steering Committee
 Summation of actions arising from the recommendations of the Committee.
Expected Outcome
 Agreement and approval of the recommendations made at the First Regional
Steering Committee of the CLME project.
 Agreement that a draft report of the meeting will be circulated to Committee
members for their approval as soon as possible after the meeting and that a finalized
report will to provided to a broad range of stakeholders.
Next Steps
 Agreement on next steps.
Adjournment
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ANNEX II
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

1.

COUNTRIES

ANTIGUA & BARBUDA
Ms. Tricia Lovell
Fisheries Officer
Fisheries Division
Point Wharf
St. John’s
Antigua
Tel: (268) 462 1372
Fax: (268) 462 1372
E-mail: fisheries@antigua.gov.ag

Tel: (246) 427-8480/426-3745
Fax: (246) 436-9068
E-mail: fishbarbados.cfo@caribsurf.com
BELIZE
Mr. James Azueta
Coordinator
Ecosystems Management Unit
Fisheries Department
P.O. Box 148
Belize City, Belize
Tel: 501-223-2187 - 2232623
Fax: 501-223-2983
E-mail: jamesazueta_bz@yahoo.com
COLOMBIA

BAHAMAS
Mr. Michael Braynen
Director of Marine Resources
Department of Marine Resources
Ministry of Agriculture, and Marine
Resources
P.O. Box N-3028, Nassau, Bahamas
Tel: (242) 393-1777
Fax: (242) 393-0238
E-mail:
michaelbraynen@bahamas.gov.bs/
michaelbraynen@yahoo.com

Sra. Ana Maria Hernández Salgar
Asesora de la Oficina de Asuntos
Internacionales,
Ministerio de Ambiente, Vivienda y
Desarrollo Territorial
Calle 37 No. 8-40 Piso 4
Bogota, Colombia
Tel: (571) 3323604
Fax: (571) 3323406 ext. 1808
E-mail:
amhernandez@minambiente.gov.co
COSTA RICA

BARBADOS
Mr. Stephen Willoughby
Chief Fisheries Officer
Fisheries Division
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural
Development
Princess Alice Highway,
Bridge Town, St. Michael

Sra. Jenny Asch Corrales
Ministerio del Ambiente y Energía
Coordinadora Programa Marítimo
383-2200 Coronado,
San José, Costa Rica
Tel: (506)-283-8004 ext. 145
Fax: (506)-283-7812
E-mail: jenny.asch@sinac.go.cr
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DOMINICA
Mr. Andrew Magloire
Chief Fisheries Officer
Fisheries Division
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and the
Environment
Mary Eugenia Charles Blvd.
Bay Front, Roseau
Tel: 767-266-5291
Fax: 767 4480140
E-mail. fisheriesdivision@cwdom.dm
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Sra. Ydalia Acevedo
Sub-Secretaria de Recursos Costeros
Marinos de la Secretaria del Medio
Ambiente
Avenida John F. Kennedy
Edificio SEA Primera Planta
Santo Domingo,
Republica Dominicana
Tel: (809) 547- 2585
Fax: (809) 547-3057
E-mail:
costeromarinos@medioambiente.gov.do
ydalia.acevedo@medioambiente.gov.do
GUATEMALA
Ms. Alba Nidia Pérez
Corredor Biologico
Mesoamericano/Sistema Arrecifal
Mesoamericano
Ministerio del Ambiente y Recursos
Marinos
Ciudad de Guatemala, Guatemala
Tel: 502 242305
Fax: 502 24230525
sam@marn.gob.gt
GUYANA
Dr. Robin Austin
Livestock Scientist

National Agricultural Research Institute
(NARI)
Ministry of Agriculture
Mon Repos
East Coast Demerara
Guyana
Tel. (592) 220-5126/2249
Fax #: 592-220-4481
E-mail: robinastn@yahoo.com
HAITI
M. Exil Lucienna
Chef de Service des Ecosystemes
Littoraux et Aquatiques
Ministère de I’Environnement
181, Ave Jean- Paul II, Haut- Turgeau
Port-au-Prince, Haïti
Tel: 509 245 0504/ 245 7572
Cell : 509 717 05 07
509 461 48 80
E-mail: exillucienna@yahoo.fr
HONDURAS
Sr. Carlos Hernán García
Subdirector Direccion de Biodiversidad
Secretaria de Recursos Naturales y
Ambiente (SERNA)
100 Metros al sur del Estadio Nacional
Tegucigalpa 1389
Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Tel: 504 2354895
Fax: 504 2354764
E-mail: Carlosga2004@yahoo.es
JAMAICA
Mrs. Anginette Murray
Fisheries Officer
Fisheries Division
Ministry of Agriculture and Lands
P.O. BOX 470, Marcus Garvey Dr.
Kingston 13, Jamaica
Tel: (876) 923 8811
Fax: (876) 9236769

E-mail: anginettem@yahoo.com
dof_jamaica@yahoo.com
Fisheries@cwjamaica.com
MEXICO
Dr. Antonio J. Díaz-de-León Corral
Director General
Dirección General de Política Ambiental,
Integración Regional y Sectoral SEMARNAT
Blvd. Adolfo Ruiz Cortines No. 4209,
Fracc. Jardines en la Montaña, CP.
14210, México DF
Tel: 52-55 56280749
Fax: 52-55 56280753
aDiaz-de-Leondeleon@semarnat.gob.mx

Enlace Tecnico Convencion
Biodiversidad - Biologo
00343-00793
Balboa, Ancon, Panama
Tel : (507) 2150869
Fax : (507) 3150809
E-mail : d.luque@anam.gob.pa
Sr. George Novey
Director General de Recursos Marinos y
Costeros
Autoridad Maritima de Panamá
E-mail: gfnovey@yahoo.com
Mr. Eduardo Reyes
Sub-Administrador General
Autoridad Nacional del Ambiente
E-mail:ereyes@anam.gob.pa

NICARAGUA
Sr. Carlos Ramiro Mejía Urbina
Técnico de la Dirección General de
Biodiversidad y Recursos Naturales
Ministerio del Ambiente y Recursos
Naturales
Managua, Nicaragua
(505)233-1173 o 263-1994
cmejia@marena.gob.ni
PANAMA
Ms. Indira Duran
Autoridad Nacional del Ambiente
Evaluadora de Proyectos – Areas
Protegidas Costero-Marinas
Dirección Nacional de Areas Protegidas
0843-00359
Panama, Republica de Panamá
Tel: 6701 3838
Fax: 315 0869
E-mail: i.duran@anam.gob.pa

Sr. Dario Luque
Autoridad Nacional del Ambiente de
Panama

Mr. Arnulfo Sánchez
Técnico Oceanógrafo del Departomento
de la Unidad Ambiental
Autoridad Maritima de Panamá
Tel: (507) 2327510
Fax: (507) 232 6477
E-mail: arnulfosanchez@hotmail.com
ST. KITTS & NEVIS
Mr. Ralph Wilkins
Fisheries Officer,
Department of Fisheries
P.O. Box 03
CA Paul Southwell Industrial Site
Basseterre, St. Kitts
Tel: (869) 465 8045
Fax: (869) 466 7254
E-mail: fmusk@caribsurf.com
ST. LUCIA
Mr. Vaughn Andrew Charles
Director of Fisheries
Department of Fisheries
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry
Forestry and Fisheries
Waterfront Buildings, Castries
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Tel: (758) 468 4135/4143
Fax: (758) 452 3853
E-mail: vaughn.charles@gmail.com
chieffish@slumaffe.org
ST. VINCENT & GRENADINES
Mr. Raymond Ryan
Chief Fisheries Officer
Fisheries Division
Ministry of Agriculture Forestry and
Fisheries, Kingstown, St. Vincent
Tel: (784) 456-1178
Fax: (784) 457-2112
E-mail: fishdiv@caribsurf.com
SURINAME
Mrs. Mariska Riedewald
Environmental Officer
Environmental Section,
Ministry of Labour, Techonological
Development and Environment
Heerenstraat N°. 40, 3rd FL,
PO Box 911
Paramaribo, Suriname
Tel: 597 475 368
597 420960
Fax: 597 420960
E-mail: milieu_atm@yahoo.com
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
Mr. Gregory de Souza
Environmental Programme Officer
Environmental Management Authority
8, Elizabeth Street, St. Clair
Port of Spain, Trinidad & Tobago
Tel: 868-628-8042 ext 2252
Fax 868-628-9122
E-mail: gdesouza@ema.co.tt
USA
Dr. Jim Berkson
NMFS/SEFC

NOAA Fisheries
RTR Unit at Virginia Tech.
Blacksburg, VA 24061-0321
Tel: 540 231-5910
Fax: 540 231-7580
E-mail: jberkson@vt.edu
Jim.Berkson@noaa.gov
Dr. Kenneth Sherman
Director
US Department of Commerce
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
Northeast Fisheries Science Center
Narragansett Laboratory
28 Tarzwell Drive
Narragansett, RI 02882-1199
Tel: (401) 782-3211
Fax: (401) 782-3201
E-mail: kenneth.sherman@noaa.gov

2.

ORGANIZATIONS

CRFM/CARICOM
Mr. Anthony Luis Mills
Caribbean Regional Fisheries Mechanism
(CRFM/CARICOM)
Corporate Service Manager, CRFM
Secretariat
P.O. Box 642, Belize City, Belize
Tel: 501 223 4443
Fax: 501 223 4446
E-mail: crfm@btl.net
mills@caricom-fisheries.com
OLDEPESCA
Mr. Angel Rivera Benavides
OLDEPESCA
Executive Director, OLDEPESCA
Avenida Petit Thouars 115
Tercer Piso, Lima 1, Perú,
Tel: (511) 330 8741/ 332 2480
Fax: (511) 332-2480

E-mail: direc@oldepesca.org
OSPESCA
Sr. Mario González Recinos
SICA/OSPESCA
Director General
SICA OSPESCA
Blv. Orden de Malta No. 470,
Urb. Santa Elena,
Antiguo Cuscatlan, El Salvador,
Tel. (503)2248-8800,
Fax : (503)2248-8899
E-mail: mgonzalez@sgsica.org
THE NATURE CONSERVATIVE
(TNC)
Mr. Jose Yunis
Director of External Affairs
Mesoamerica and Caribbean Region
(TNC)
4245 N. Fairfax Drive, Suite 100
Arlington, VA 22203
Tel: (703) 8415354
Fax: (703) 5240296
E mail: jyunis@tnc.org

Ms. Anarela Sánchez
Environmental Programme Officer,
Auxiliar,
Building 155, City of Knowledge,
Panamá
Tel. (507) 302-4618
anarela.snachez@undp.org
Ms. Alida Spadafora
Environmental Programme Officer,
Building 155, City of Knowledge,
Panamá
Tel: (507) 302-4614
Fax: (507) 305-4614
alida.spadafora@undp.org
WECAFC and FAO
Mr. Bisessar Chakalall
Senior Fishery Officer and Secretary to
WECAFC,
FAO Sub-Regional Office for the
Caribbean
United Nations House, Marine Gardens,
Christ Church, Barbados,
Tel: 246-426-7110
Fax : 246 4276075
Email: bisessar.Chakalall@fao.org

UNDP-GEF
Mrs. Paula Caballero
UNDP-GEF Regional Technical Advisor,
IW for LAC BD & LD for the Caribbean,
Panama RCU,
Tel: (507) 302 4571
Fax: 507 302 4549
E-mail: paula.caballero@undp.org
UNDP-PANAMA
Mr. Roberto Gálvez
Resident Representative Deputy
Building 155, City of Knowledge,
Panamá
Tel. (507) 302-4601
roberto.galvez@undp.org

3. IOCARIBE CARIBBEAN LME
PROJECT OFFICE
Dr. Lucia Fanning
Project Manager
IOCARIBE CLME Project Unit
Centre for Resource Management and
Environmental Studies
University of the West Indies, Cave Hill
Campus
Barbados
Tel: (246) 417-4565
Fax: (246) 424-4204
E-mail :clme@uwichill.edu.bb
lucia.fanning@gmail.com
Ms. Bertha Simmons
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Assistant Project Manager
IOCARIBE CLME Project Unit
Centre for Resource Management and
Environmental Studies
University of the West Indies, Cave Hill
Campus
Barbados
Tel: (246) 417-4565
Fax: (246) 424-4204
clme@uwichill.edu.bb
Prof. Robin Mahon
Director, CERMES, UWI and Regional
Project Coordinator, IOCARIBE CLME
Project Unit
Centre for Resource Management and
Environmental Studies
University of the West Indies,
Cave Hill Campus, Barbados
Tel: (246) 417-4570
Fax: (246) 424-4204
rmahon@caribsurf.com

4.

IOC SECRETARIAT FOR THE
CARIBBEAN AND ADJACENT
REGIONS

Dr. Cesar Toro
IOCARIBE
IOC (UNESCO) Secretary for
IOCARIBE
Centro, Calle de la Factoria # 36-57
Apartado Aéreo 1108
Cartagena de Indias, Colombia
Tel: (575) 6646399
Fax: (575) 6600407

E-mail: a.toro@unesco.org
Mr. Guillermo Garcia Montero
Co- chair, IOCARIBE GOOS
Acuario Nacional de Cuba,
Avenida Primera y Calle 60, Miramar
Playa, La Habana, Cuba
Tel: 537 2036401
Fax:537 2092737
E-mail: ggarcia@ama.cu
guillermog@acuarionacional.cu
Ms. Patricia Wills
IOCARIBE
Assistant Secretary
Centro, Calle de la Factoría # 36-57
Apartado Aéreo 1108
Cartagena, Colombia
Tel: 575-664-6399
Fax: 571-660-0407
iocaribe@enred.com
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ANNEX III
TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE REGIONAL STEERING COMMITTEE
Mandate:
The Regional Steering Committee (RSC) is responsible for reaching consensus on the
strategic, integrated approach needed to pursue the CLME project goal of sustainable
management of the shared living marine resources of the Caribbean LME and adjacent
areas. The RSC will guide the development of more detailed objectives and actions for
inclusion in the full Project Document, based on identification and agreement on major
issues, root causes and actions that are required to achieve the project goal. The full Project
Document is the principal deliverable of PDF-B phase of the CLME project and is to be
submitted to the November 2007 GEF Work Program.
In order to guide and inform its work, the RSC will receive all relevant documentation in a
timely manner from the Project Unit.
Activities:
During the PDF-B phase of the CLME project, the Committee will pursue its mandate by
reviewing and approving the following outputs of the PDF-B CLME Project:
Meeting 1
- the Project Implementation Plan;
Meeting 2
- the preliminary synthesis and interpretation of information in the Transboundary
Diagnostic Assessment (TDA);
- the recommendations to the preliminary Strategic Action Program (SAP);
- the complete GEF Executive Summary and UNDP Project Document for
submission to the November 2007 GEF Work Program
Membership:
To achieve its mandate, the Regional Steering Committee for the PDF-B phase of the
CLME project should comprise the following members:
Full Members:
- a representative from each of the GEF-eligible countries;
- a representative from other Caribbean states and territories;
- representatives from the Implementing (UNDP) and Executing (IOC- UNESCO)
Agencies, and other UN agencies such as FAO and UNEP; and,
- other relevant regional agencies and institutions with a specific mandate from their
governing body (e.g. UWI, CRFM, OSPESCA, OLDEPESCA, ACS, OECS,
CCAD).
With observer status:

-

representatives from appropriate Non-Governmental Organizations, relevant GEF
projects in the region, key industry sectors, and any other group as agreed to by the
countries, the Implementing Agency and the Executing Agency.
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ANNEX IV
STEERING COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
At the first Meeting of the Steering Committee of the GEF/UNDP/IOC-IOCARIBE project,
Sustainable Management of the Shared Living Marine Resources of the Caribbean Large
Marine Ecosystem (CLME) and Adjacent Regions, held in Panama City on 2-3 August
2006, representatives from participating countries and from regional and international
organizations, reviewed a suite of issues related to the initiation of project activities, and
required project deliverables.
In accordance with the agenda of the Meeting, the Steering Committee reviewed and
adopted:



the Project Implementation Plan and Budget presented by the Project Unit; and,
Terms of Reference for the Steering Committee including membership, roles and
responsibilities.

In the course of its deliberations, the Steering Committee also considered and adopted
the following recommendations:


The National Inter-ministerial/sectoral Committees, or their equivalent according to
national circumstances, should play a decisive role in providing for cross-sectoral
support to the project, in terms of inputs for the development of the preliminary TDA,
guidance for preparation of the Full Project Document, and ensuring the commitment of
a broad array of key stakeholders within each participating country.



Country representatives/members of the Steering Committee, must articulate and
facilitate the work of the National Inter-ministerial/pectoral Committee and can count
on the support of the UNDP Country offices.



The Implementing and Executing Agencies, in collaboration with the Project Unit,
should expore the possiblity of additional funds to support the activities of the National
Inter-ministerial/sectoral Committees.



The Project Unit should prepare a detailed list of all documents to be produced in the
period before September 2007 indicating the probable dates for their distribution to the
RSC members.



The Project Unit should provide the national focal points with templates and protocols,
in accordance to the work of each Task Team, to ensure consistency in the information
and data requested.



The project design should build upon and contribute, as appropriate, to existing
initiatives and programmes at the national and regional levels.



The project design should build upon best available science, existing ocean observing,
and surveillance system and networks.



Regional fisheries organizations (RFOs) should play a decisive role in the development
and implementation of the Full Size project, and their role and contributions should be
defined during the PDF-B stage. In this regard RFOs are encouraged to seek a mandate
from their member countries.



Partnerships with the NGOs, CBOs and the private sector at multiple scales should be
explored and promoted as these can provide critical support to project objectives in
terms of, for example, provision of information and data, synergies with existing
intiatives and projects, and stakeholder buy-in. Key stakeholders and partner groups
should be actively engaged as early as possible in the process.



The Project design should explore the development of a robust Caribbean Large Marine
Ecosystem education and public awareness strategy.



The Project Unit and Implementing and Executing Agencies should take into
consideration the outputs of the White Water to Blue Water Meeting held in Miami in
March 2004 in the identification and definition of strategies for ensuring broad
stakeholder participation.



The Project Unit and Implementing and Executing Agencies should take into
consideration all available information and all the support that research institutions in
the region can provide.
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ANNEX V
LIST OF ACRONYMS

CERMES
CLME
CRFM
FAO
GEF
IOC
IOCARIBE
NOAA
OLDEPESCA
OECS
OSPESCA
PDF-B
PMU
SAP
TDA
TNC
UNDP
UNESCO
WECAFC

Centre for Resource Management and Environmental Studies
Caribbean Large Marine Ecosystem
Caribbean Regional Fisheries Mechanism
Food and Agriculture Organization
Global Environment Facility
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission
IOC Sub-commission for the Caribbean and Adjacent Regions
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Latin American Organization for Fisheries Development
Organization of Eastern Caribbean States
Organization for the Fishing and Aquaculture Sector of Central America
Project Development Facility- Phase B
Project Management Unit
Strategic Action Programme
Transboundary Diagnostic Analysis
The Nature Conservancy
United Nations Development Program
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
Western Central Atlantic Fisheries Commission

